New Children's Animal Story Book Released, Susan Mason's
Book Launch 17th March
Susan Mason is launching her brand new book, "The Little Chick of Sunrise Farm",
available through Amazon. It is targeted at fans of the Children's Animal story and
Christianity niche worlds. More information is available at the website:
https://bubblepublishing.com/2017/03/07/the-little-chick-of-sunrise-farm/
Susan Mason is launching her brand new book, "The Little Chick of Sunrise Farm", available
through Amazon. It is targeted at fans of the Children's Animal story and Christianity niche worlds.
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website:
https://bubblepublishing.com/2017/03/07/the-little-chick-of-sunrise-farm/Ashford, United Kingdom March 16, 2017 /PressCable/ -New children's ficton author based in London England, Susan Mason, is launching her brand new
book, "The Little Chick of Sunrise Farm". The book is set to go live 17th March, available through
Amazon and is expected to become a big hit with fans of the animal story niche world.
More information on the book can be found here.
This is the second book Susan Mason has authored. The book was written with the aim of helping
children to understand the consequences of wrong-doing, along with the ideas of friendship,
self-sacrifice and forgiveness. There's also particular excitement about this launch because it
explains the Easter story in a new way that children can understand and relate to.
The Little Chick of Sunrise Farm sets its main focus on two young farmyard chicks, Josh and Jess.
Readers will likely find a particular interest in the several plot twists, including Jess's resurrection.
The illustrations were created by Dmitry Yakhovsky and The Little Chick of Sunrise Farm is being
released by Bubble Publishing.
Ms Mason has a background in helping learners and readers in school in her spare time, including in
her own daughter's class. She also has a Masters in New Testament Studies. This helped shape the
creation of the book, by inspiring her to communicate moral and spritiual truths in a way that creates
hope and joy for children.
When asked about why she wrote the book, Ms Mason said: "I wanted to communicate the Easter
story in a fresh, accessible way"
Ms Mason has hopes that the book will help children and adults alike to comprehend what
happened at Easter, maybe even for the first time, and celebrate its true meaning along with the fun
of egg hunts and the Easter Bunny. This positive outlook from the author is certainly testament to
her optimism considering some of the mishaps during its creation. At one point it really didn't look
like the book would be illustrated at all, it was so difficult to find an artist who understood the sort of
style she desired for the illustrations..
In a recent interview, the author made a point of thanking her husband and her parents-in-law for
their part in the creation of the book, saying: "I would like to thank Tony and Jean Mason for their
encouragement and helpful comments on the text, and Phil, my husband, for his input and support
thoughout the whole process of writing and publishing this book."
Those interested in learning more about the book can visit here: The Little Chick of Sunrise Farm.
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